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Abstract

We propose interest seam image, an efficient visual syn-

opsis for video. To extract an interest seam image, a spa-

tiotemporal energy map is constructed for the target video

shot. Then an optimal seam which encompasses the highest

energy is identified by an efficient dynamic programming

algorithm. The optimal seam is used to extract a seam of

pixels from each video frame to form one column of an im-

age, based on which an interest seam image is finally com-

posited. The interest seam image is efficient both in terms of

computation and memory cost. Therefore it is able to power

a wide variety of web-scale video content analysis applica-

tions, such as near duplicate video clip search, video genre

recognition and classification, as well as video clustering,

etc.. The representation capacity of the proposed interest

seam image is demonstrated in a large scale video retrieval

task. Its advantages are clearly exhibited when compared

with previous works, as reported in our experiments.

1. Introduction

The far reach of the internet has created gigantic amount

of online videos. This is largely due to the ever more pop-

ular social video sharing activities supported by online so-

cial media web-sites, such as YouTube. Automatic content

analysis of this enormous amount of video data becomes an

emerging need, which may greatly facilitate users to man-

age, share, visualize, and search the relevant visual content.

Nevertheless, the magnitude of Internet video data im-

poses tremendous amount of scalability challenges, both in

terms of computation and memory usage. To address them,

an efficient yet effective visual representation of the video

is indispensable. The visual representation must be compu-

tationally super efficient to be able to scale up to web-scale

data. Moreover, the visual representation should be infor-

mative to differentiate between different video content. Last

but not least, the visual representation should be compact to

keep memory cost in an affordable manner.
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Figure 1. Key-frames and interest seam images from a pair of near

duplicate videos. The key-frames contain same object with differ-

ent poses which are difficult to match. In contrast, interest seam

images are near duplicates which could be matched easily.

Visual representation from previous approaches often

can not satisfy all the three conditions, and therefore are

incapable of dealing with video corpus in the Internet scale.

Some approaches [11, 8] extract spatiotemporal local in-

variant features from the raw video, from which a visual

representation, e.g., a bag-of-visual-feature or a more com-

plicated statistical model, is induced. Although the feature

extraction may be sped up by using computational paradigm

such as integral videos [6], still they are not efficient enough

to handle billions of videos.

Some other approaches convert video content into finger-

prints for fast processing. Most of them, such as the color

signature and video histogram [9], are based on global his-

togram of visual features. They usually discard the rich tem-

poral context in a video sequence, neither are they robust to

visual transformations such as lighting enhancement, con-

trast sharpening, and gamma rectification, etc..

The third category of approaches firstly generate a con-

densed synopsis of the video, from which low level features

are extracted to build the final visual representation for the

video. The video synopsis could be generated, for exam-

ple, from key-frames of a video shot [7], or from temporal
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slice [12], which is a set of two dimensional images ex-

tracted along the time dimension of a video sequence. Since

low-level features are only extracted from the synopsis of

the video [2, 17, 16], approaches in the third category have

great potential to be both computationally and memory ef-

ficient, and therefore to be scalable to web-scale data.

However, how to ensure the stability and repeatability of

key-frame detection is an open problem. This is exemplified

in the first column of Fig. 1, where key-frames extracted

from near duplicate videos are quite different. Besides,

key-frame based synopsis neglects temporal information,

which is obviously very valuable for video content analy-

sis tasks. Meanwhile, temporal slice, as well as space-time

scene manifolds [20], may also discard valuable spatiotem-

poral visual information since no saliency information is ac-

counted for.

We propose interest seam image for scalable video con-

tent analysis. It generates a compact synopsis of a video

shot and keeps both important spatial and temporal informa-

tion in a computationally efficient manner. A spatiotempo-

ral energy map is constructed firstly. Then an optimal ver-

tical seam which encompasses the highest energy is identi-

fied and used to extract a seam of pixels from each video

frame. These seams of pixels are placed column by column

to compound the interest seam image. In the second col-

umn of Fig. 1, we present interest seam images extracted

from the videos. It is shown that the interest seam images

are visually very similar to each other, which is in contrast

to the key-frames extracted.

The proposed interest seam synopsis is highly informa-

tive and efficient, which can function as the basis for a large

variety of applications such as video search, video genre

recognition, classification, and clustering, etc.. We demon-

strate its advantages in an application of large scale near

duplicate web video retrieval. Our video retrieval system

extracts local invariant features from each interest seam im-

age. A MinHash scheme [2] is further leveraged to build

efficient inverted file index [14, 4] for the video database.

The inverted list for each MinHash key is sorted based on

the temporal context of interest seam images, and hence

achieves very efficient retrieval performance.

We further propose a novel post verification scheme,

namely scene verification, to improve the retrieval accu-

racy. In contrast to geometric verification in image recogni-

tion, which assumes the visual objects are undergone a rigid

transformation, scene verification is performed in a holistic

level by leveraging global descriptors such as GIST [13, 3]

with no additional assumption.

Therefore, the contributions of this paper are three folds:

1). We propose interest seam image, a novel video synopsis

method. 2) Based on interest seam image, we employ Min-

Hash and design a scheme for efficient inverted file index-

ing of the video corpus by taking the temporal context into

consideration. 3). We propose scene verification, a novel

post-verification method to further improve the retrieval ac-

curacy, speed, memory consumption, and scalability.

2. Interest seam image

A video clip could be considered as a 3 dimensional spa-

tiotemporal cube. Interest seam image is a synopsis of the

clip which represents the most informative 2 dimensional

curvature manifold in this cube. A naive method, namely

temporal slice [12], obtains a slice by getting one column

per frame and concatenate them together as an image, which

might be uninformative and could not represent the video

content very well, as shown in the bottom right of Fig. 2.

The reason resides in the fact that the spatiotemporal infor-

mativeness of the pixels are not taken into consideration. To

improve this method, we need to define an energy function

in the image plane to measure the spatiotemporal saliency

of each pixel, and then pick a group of pixels with the high-

est energy. Since our goal is to identify an efficient and

compact visual synopsis of the video content, we propose

to define the group of pixels to be vertical seams on consec-

utive frames which encompasses the highest energy. This

leads to the proposed interest seam image, which provides

flexible and rich representation, and is yet efficient to com-

pute.

2.1. Seam based video synopsis

To obtain an interest seam image, for each frame I , we

extract a “seam” s and concatenate seams of pixels from all

frames column by column to form the interest seam image.

Formally, let the resolution of input video be m × n, where

m is the width and n is the height of I , following the defini-

tion of [1], a vertical seam is defined as

s = {si}
n

i=1
= (x(i), i)

n

i=1

s.t. ∀i, |x(i) − x(i − 1)| ≤ 1 (1)

where x is a mapping x : [1, ..., n] → [1, ...,m]. That is, a

vertical seam s is an 8-connected path of pixels in the image

from top to bottom, containing only one pixel in each row

of frame I . The pixels on the path of the seam {si}
n

i=1
will

therefore be Is = {I(si)}
n

i=1
= {I(x(i), i)}n

i=1

With this definition, we proceed to extract interest seam

image from a sequence of video frames. Simply obtaining

a seam with the highest energy from each frame separately

will introduce serious discontinuity into the resulted inter-

est seam image, which may render it very difficult to ex-

tract meaningful low level features. Therefore, we choose

to extract a seam in the image plane that is of the highest en-

ergy aggregating the saliency information from all the video

frames. That is, the configuration of the seams in different

video frames are the same. We proceed to introduce the

aggregated spatiotemporal energy function we adopted.









Figure 5. Examples of near duplicate videos in Qr

these ground-truth label to compare the performance of our

system with state-of-the-art systems in real world settings.

Qt: A group of 150 video shots is randomly selected from

the crawled videos. Each of them undergoes several ar-

tificial transformations including scale change, horizontal

mirror, blur, contrast stretch, and gama correction, which

results in 9 transformed versions of each original video.

Therefore, the dataset contains 1500 videos in total. In

our experiments, the original 150 video shots are used as

queries to test whether the transformed ones could be suc-

cessfully retrieved. This dataset is used to compare the in-

terest seam image synopsis with key-frame based methods.

With these query datasets, two groups of experiments

are conducted, in which the evaluation strategy is similar to

the leave-one-out strategy commonly used in object recog-

nition. For the first group, each video shot from Qr is used

in turn to query the database which combines D and Qr(the

query video is excluded). The other group of experiments

is conducted similarly but Qr is replaced by Qt. We com-

pute Average Precision by averaging precision over all re-

call levels for each query. Then we get the mean value of

average precisions for all queries, namely Mean Average

Precision(mAP), to serve as the main performance evalua-

tion criterion, which is also widely adopted for multimedia

retrieval evaluation [18, 14].

5. Experiments

In this section, we present a variety of experiments con-

ducted to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of

the proposed video representation. Firstly, a qualitative ex-

periment is carried out to demonstrate the stability of the

“seam” against various video transformations in Sec. 5.1.

Then, the performance of the proposed video synopsis and

retrieval system is compared with several state-of-the-art

Figure 6. Illustration of the stability of the seams (yellow curves)

against video transformations. Videos in the second row are trans-

formed from the first row.

mAP

Video Representation MSER GIST

Interest Seam Image 0.9699 0.9766

Keyframe 0.894 0.9062
Table 1. Performance comparison between interest seam image

and key-frame on local feature(MSER) and global feature(GIST).

The evaluation is carried on transformed queries(Qt).

methods in Sec. 5.2. After that, the parameter sensitivity of

the proposed algorithms are tested in Sec. 5.3 and Sec. 5.4.

Finally, the strength of scene verification and inverted in-

dex with temporal context are investigated in Sec. 5.5 and

Sec. 5.6.

Before introducing the experimental results, we briefly

discuss the implementation details of the proposed algo-

rithms. All experiments are carried out on a 2.33GHZ PC.

The β, α, σ, c, γ, in Eq. 2, Eq. 3, Eq. 6, Eq. 13, Eq. 16,

are set to be 40, 0.7,
√

2
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, 30, 0.7, respectively. The di-

mensionality of MinHash signatures is 60. Besides, in all

experiments, max is used to implement operator f in Eq. 4

and Eq. 5, and each dimension of GIST is quantized to an

integer to reduce memory cost.

5.1. Stability of seam

In this experiment, we test the stability of the seam

against different kinds of video transformations, includ-

ing aspect ratio change, contrast stretch, gamma correction,

and a more complicated transformation combining contrast

stretch and logo insertion. The result is visualized in Fig. 6.

From this figure, we could see the positions of the seams are

quite stable thus the interest seam image composited from

seams is suitable for near duplicate video matching.

5.2. Retrieval accuracy

To demonstrate the superiority of interest seam im-

age over key-frame, we compare them with different low

level features, using Qt as testing data. The result is

shown in Table. 1. It is clear that no matter we use

MSER [5] or GIST [13], the accuracy of interest seam im-

age based method is much higher than the key-frame based



(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. (a). Performance comparison between interest seam image and key-frame with changes in the MinHash signature dimensionality;

(b) retrieval accuracy of interest seam image with changes in the strength (i.e. β in Eq. 2) of central Gaussian prior; (c). performance

comparison among interest seam image, interest seam image with scene descriptor, and interest seam image with scene verification

Approaches mAP Global Local

Interest Seam Image +

Scene Verification 0.9401 Y Y

Interest Seam Image 0.896 N Y

Keyframe + MinHash [2] 0.8179 N Y

Keyframe + GIST [3] 0.8472 Y N

Temporal Slice [12] 0.8388 Y N

Hierachical Framework [18] 0.8828 Y Y

Table 2. Performance comparison between proposed algorithms

and state-of-the-art methods on Qr. The last two columns indi-

cate whether each method uses global/local feature. And “Interest

Seam Image” means the proposed retrieval system without scene

verification.

approaches.

We also compare the proposed video retrieval system

with several recent methods [2, 18, 12, 3] on Qr. In [2],

interest points were extracted from key-frames and indexed

by Min-Hash. In [18] local and global features extracted

from key-frames were combined in a hierachical frame-

work to improve efficiency and preserve accuracy. GIST

was used in [3] as global feature to index web images and

good result is achieved. Therefore, we also used key-frame

combined with GIST as a baseline in the experiment. Fi-

nally, we compared interest seam image with [12] which

used temporal slice. The comparison results are summa-

rized in Table. 2.

From the evaluation result, it could be seen that only with

local feature, interest seam image already achieve 0.896 re-

trieval accuracy, which is better than all competing meth-

ods, including [18] which utilizes both global feature and

local feature. After the scene verification based reranking

step is added, the accuracy of the proposed video retrieval

system is significantly further improved to reach 0.94.

5.3. Impact of dimension of MinHash signature

Recall from Sec. 3.1 that the signature dimensionality k

in Eq. 12 determines both the representation capability of

the signature and the memory cost of the retrieval system.

Therefore we vary k, and compare the accuracy of the pro-

posed retrieval system with key-frame combined with Min-

Hash [2] on Qr. The result is shown in Fig. 7(a). This

figure shows that interest seam image based indexing per-

forms better than key-frame on all levels of k. Besides, it

also shows that even with a small dimensionality (e.g. 60),

our retrieval system could achieve good retrieval result, i.e.

0.896 in terms of mAP. This indicates that our video re-

trieval system could be scaled to web video dataset.

5.4. Impact of Gaussian central prior

The impact of the parameter β in Eq. 2 is tested on Qr.

The result is shown in Fig. 7(b). We could see that if no

Gaussian prior is enforced on the generation of seam, the

seam will become less repeatable and lead to performance

degradation. Increasing the strength of Gaussian prior will

make an remarkable improvement on the retrieval accu-

racy(mAP improved from 0.8577 to 0.9029) but if the Gaus-

sian prior is too strict, the seam will be less flexible and hurt

the retrieval results.

5.5. Impact of scene verification

To fully justify the benefit of scene verification, we com-

pare the proposed retrieval system with two of its variants:

interest seam image without scene verification(the curve for

“Interest Seam Image” in Fig. 7(c)) and interest seam image

with only scene descriptor. The first variant only uses local

feature, the second variant only uses scene descriptor, while

the proposed retrieval system combines both features. The

comparison result is shown in Fig. 7(c). We could see that

the scene verification approach performs much better than

using either kind of feature individually. Also, it could be

seen that with the help of scene verification, the accuracy of

the proposed retrieval system is improved even with much

less dimensions of MinHash signature, which implies that



Approaches mAP Memory Speed

MinHash 0.8886 720 Bytes 4.09s

MinHash + Temporal Context 0.9165 1080 Bytes 0.47s

MinHash + Temporal Context

+Scene Verification 0.9401 480 Bytes 0.24s

Table 3. The mAP and cost comparison of MinHash, MinHash

with temporal context, MinHash with temporal context and scene

verification.

both accuracy and memory efficiency of the retrieval sys-

tem are improved.

5.6. Efficiency comparison

In this section, we compare the efficiency of the pro-

posed retrieval algorithm with [2], one of the most efficient

multimedia retrieval algorithms. Here, the MinHash signa-

ture dimensionality is an important parameter which trades

off between efficiency and accuracy. In this experiment,

we adjust this parameter to ensure each retrieval algorithm

achieve the best mAP. Then we compare their mAP, mem-

ory cost per video shot, and retrieval speed per query. The

result is summarized in Table. 3. From the table, we could

see that by incorporating temporal information into the in-

verted index, our retrieval algorithm achieves better accu-

racy and 9 times speedup but sacrifices memory efficiency.

However, after combining scene descriptor with local fea-

ture, not only retrieval accuracy is improved from 0.8886 to

0.9401, but memory cost is reduced from 720 bytes to 480

bytes and retrieval speed is 17 times faster. This is because

performing scene verification enables us to use MinHash

signature of smaller dimensionality to represent each video.

6. Conclusion and future work

This paper has presented interest seam image, a novel ap-

proach to generating discriminant and efficient video synop-

sis for web-scale video content analysis applications, such

as video recognition, video clustering, and video retrieval,

etc.. A spatiotemporal energy map is defined to guide the

extraction of prominent seams in the video, from which in-

terest seam image is composited. Therefore, interest seam

image preserves both spatially and temporally salient visual

information in the videos. Its efficacy is demonstrated in a

near duplicate web video retrieval task.

A novel video retrieval algorithm has been developed us-

ing interest seam image. It composes two novel compo-

nents, i.e., an efficient inverted indexing scheme that takes

advantages of the temporal context in the interest seam im-

age, and a general post verification method, namely scene

verification, which is manifested to be able to boost both

retrieval accuracy and efficiency. Comparisons with state of

the art video retrieval systems on a large scale web video

database demonstrate that the proposed approaches simul-

taneously improves retrieval accuracy, retrieval speed, and

memory efficiency.

Future works include further exploration of invariant vi-

sual representations for video which are robust to more

types of video editings, and extensive tests in different types

of video content analysis tasks and applications.
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